Tendon cell array isolation reveals a previously unknown fibrillin-2-containing macromolecular assembly.
Within tendon, between collagen fascicles, cells are organized in linear arrays surrounded by a specialized environment of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins that are largely unidentified. Our goal was to identify interfascicular, pericellular ECM components and provide additional resolution to the organization of the pericellular matrix. To this end, we employed a combination of enzymatic digestion, mechanical disruption, and differential sedimentation to demonstrate for the first time that it possible to liberate living linear tendon cell arrays from whole tendon. Here, we identify type VI collagen, versican, and fibrillin-2 as components of the immediate pericellular ECM of linearly arrayed tendon cells. Additionally, a unique fibrillin-2-containing macromolecular assembly is described in detail for the first time. This new structure is unlike any previously described fibrillin-containing macromolecular assembly. Having a largely constant diameter, it runs axially along tendon cell arrays and can exceed 1000 microm in length.